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For easy access to the Council agendas and minutes download the free public app 
Mod.gov for use on your iPad, Android and Windows tablet. Once downloaded select 
Dorset Council. For more information about this agenda please contact Kate Critchel 
01305 252234 - kate.critchel@dorsetcouncil.gov.uk

Due to the current coronavirus pandemic the Council has reviewed its approach to holding 
committee meetings. Members of the public are welcome to attend this meeting and listen 
to the debate either online by using the following link  Meeting link to Cabinet 8 December 
2020

Members of the public wishing to view the meeting from an iphone, ipad or android phone 
will need to download the free Microsoft Team App to sign in as a Guest, it is advised to 
do this at least 30 minutes prior to the start of the meeting.”   

Please note that public speaking has been suspended.  However Public Participation will 
continue  by written submission only.  Please see detail set out below. 

Dorset Council is committed to being open and transparent in the way it carries out its 
business whenever possible.  A recording of the meeting will be available on the 

Public Document Pack

https://teams.microsoft.com/l/meetup-join/19%3ameeting_ZTg4NzBhZDEtM2EzNS00ZGVkLTg0NTAtODQzMGEwOTFiNjVj%40thread.v2/0?context=%7b%22Tid%22%3a%220a4edf35-f0d2-4e23-98f6-b0900b4ea1e6%22%2c%22Oid%22%3a%2210235b6c-d382-4545-9a28-2288c2103288%22%2c%22IsBroadcastMeeting%22%3atrue%7d
https://teams.microsoft.com/l/meetup-join/19%3ameeting_ZTg4NzBhZDEtM2EzNS00ZGVkLTg0NTAtODQzMGEwOTFiNjVj%40thread.v2/0?context=%7b%22Tid%22%3a%220a4edf35-f0d2-4e23-98f6-b0900b4ea1e6%22%2c%22Oid%22%3a%2210235b6c-d382-4545-9a28-2288c2103288%22%2c%22IsBroadcastMeeting%22%3atrue%7d


councils website after the event. 
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To consider a report of the Portfolio Holder for Highways, Travel and 
Environment.
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Extract from draft minutes of Place and Resources Scrutiny Committee 
– 1 December 2020

Parking Services Phase 1 Project Report – Review of report to Cabinet 8 
December 2020

The Place and Resources Scrutiny Committee was invited to review the report 
‘Parking Services Phase 1 Project’ which was to be considered by Cabinet on 
8 December 2020.  The comments of the committee would be provided to 
Cabinet for consideration.

The Chairman stated that comments to be made at the meeting should be 
related to the content of the report and not about the use of officer delegated 
powers or the communications which accompanied the notice.

The Executive Director of Place provided an overview of the report and noted 
that the phase 1 project and the recommendations to be considered by 
Cabinet were about ensuring consistency in charging arrangements for 
parking.  A separate report for phase 2 of the project would be brought 
forward for consideration at the appropriate time.

The Portfolio Holder for Highways, Travel and Environment noted that the 
report covered two key areas – the harmonisation of parking charges and 
hours and the need to address a revenue shortfall in this area.

The Lead Member for Highways (supporting the Portfolio Holder in this area) 
noted that work had been undertaken with councillors on this issue.  In 
addition, she noted that revenue from car parking was used for areas such as 
highways winter maintenance so it was important to secure revenue for areas 
such as this.

The Chairman invited any non-committee members to address the committee 
and points were raised as follows:

 It was felt that consultation comments received reflected a 
snapshot of comments made on this issue.  It was understood that 
members of the Dorchester BID had submitted comments but 
these were not included in the appendix.  

 There was recognition of the support that had been provided to 
local businesses by central and local government during the 
pandemic and also that there was a need for income from car 
parks but it was felt that this was not the right time to consult and 
make changes.  Support should be provided to local businesses at 
this current time

 Comments were made with regard to the level of information 
provided in the report in order to support the reasons behind the 
recommendations proposed.
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The Chairman opened up discussion to members of the committee and during 
discussion the following points were raised:

 There were representations about whether the parking scheme 
should be unified across the Dorset Council area as it was felt 
important to have the ability to support differing local needs.  
However, a counter point was noted that it may not be considered 
fair that some areas currently paid higher charges for car parking

 A concern was raised with regard to the potential impact on the 
night time economy and that the views of people relating to this had 
not been reflected in the comments received

 In response to a question on what proportion of the population 
would be representative in order to reflect the views of Dorset 
residents, the Executive Director of Place noted that a statistical 
method would consider 30 replies to constitute a representative 
sample.  The council had sought to consult as widely as possible 
and this included through social media.  The committee’s views 
could also be taken on board as part of the report to Cabinet

 Councillors discussed the need for improvements to public 
transport infrastructure and the need to be able to offer viable 
public transport alternatives.  In response, the Executive Director 
noted that transport policies were being reviewed and that the long 
term strategy was to investigate more sustainable options and 
investment in public transport.  Links to the council’s climate 
change work was highlighted

 The timing of the changes was raised as a concern and the 
potential impact on local businesses during the current pandemic.  
A view was expressed that this should be addressed once the 
pandemic had eased

 The shoppers permit would be considered as part of the phase 2 
proposals

 The Portfolio Holder spoke of the budget issues and referred to the 
support provided by the council during the pandemic including the 
suspension of parking charges in car parks and pedestrian 
schemes in particular areas in order to support businesses.  It was 
important to achieve revenue from car parking which would be 
used to maintain the road network and provide subsidy for public 
transport

 The Monitoring Officer confirmed that the council could not use car 
parking as a revenue raising mechanism but that income was ring 
fenced for the road network and public transport

 A point was noted that if charges were increased in this area, this 
could be used for highways improvements and that council tax 
funding could then be used in other areas

 In addition, a point was raised that it was felt that a small increase 
in charging would not have a negative impact on peoples’ decision 
to travel to and use the council’s car parks

 Reference was made to the strength of feeling amongst businesses 
for the proposed changes and an online poll which had been run 
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outside of the council’s consultation.  A point was made that 
businesses felt that this was not the right time to make changes 
and that any changes should be considered holistically including 
both on and off street parking.  The impact on car boot sales and 
the support they provided to voluntary organisations was also 
highlighted.  The suggestion was made that a review of all issues 
should be undertaken by the Place and Resources Overview 
Committee

 A view was expressed that trying to achieve a unified approach 
across the council area was ideological, did not recognise different 
requirements across the area and was not necessarily the best way 
to raise revenue

 A point was noted with regard to comparison data referred to in the 
report and whether this reflected accurate information in these 
council areas

 The Portfolio Holder emphasised that the work undertaken was to 
balance the revenue budget and was not about making money.  He 
also noted that there were no changes proposed to car boot 
arrangements

 In response to concerns about the potential impact on local 
businesses, the Portfolio Holder asked councillors to keep the 
issues in focus, as the proposed changes reflected a small 
increase in charges when looked at in the context of peoples’ wider 
expenditure and the support provided by the council during the 
pandemic.

The Chairman referred to the recommendations to be considered by Cabinet 
and noted a general acceptance of recommendations a, b and c.  However, 
he expressed concern with regard to recommendation d with regard to 
extending evening charges and did not feel that he could support this.  He 
noted a need to take circumstances in different areas into account and links to 
residents parking schemes when looking at this area.  He also noted an 
acceptance that there was a need to provide a level of service in respect of 
highways, including winter maintenance.

The Executive Director thanked the committee for their comments and 
recommendations and noted that discussions would take place with the 
Portfolio Holder before the Cabinet meeting to pick up areas identified at this 
meeting.

The Portfolio Holder also thanked the committee for their input and noted that 
he had included the issue of car boot sales to discussions to be held.

The comments made at the meeting would be reported to Cabinet for their 
meeting on 8 December 2020.
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